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Abstract 
Water nurtured humaneivilization since the aneient times; water is notonly the 
source of life,but also the art form and cultural information and water give People 
beautiful feelings.So the urban waterfront is the important location to live and disport 
at present. In China, the construction of waterfronts is only in the first step, because of 
being lack of experience and the short period for building, many waterfronts’projects 
come out a serious of problem such as destroying nature’s balance，wasting resource 
and too many same kinds of construction. After practically researched the urban 
waterfront space of Qingdao and Xiamen, the author found it is very necessary come 
out the theory and ways of recreation planning and design of waterfronts by learning 
from the successful and typical examples abroad and in china. 
This thesis has four parts. The first part is Introduction. It will introduce the 
origin, purpose, significance, research objects and contents of this thesis. The second 
part is analysis of of the main facters that influence the urban waterfront space, 
incuding the water conditions, the nature conditions and the historical and culture 
conditions. The third part, on the basis of analysis of the facters that infuence the 
waterfront, is the in-depth research on urban waterfront space. It contains several 
aspects such as the composition of the space, interface of space, the waterfront 
architecture, the waterfront traffic, the function of the space, the cultural value of the 
space and color of waterfront. In the fourth part the author advanced the central 
thought about designing on urban waterfront space by summarized the questions 
about the construction of waterfront area in China. Attempts finally obtains a set of 
design method and principle to the urban waterfront space. 
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